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1I INTRODUCTION
The marketing of perishable produce is equally as
important as the growing of these commodities, and is of even
more importance than the marketing of many other foodstuffs.
Relatively little can be stored for any considerable period
of time because of the perishable nature of this produce; the
greater part must be sold at harvest time. According to the
report of the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations
,
"Marketing is the crux of the whole food
and agricultural problem. It would be
useless to increase the output of food,
it would be equally futile to set opti-
mum standards of nutrition unless means
could be found to move the food from
the producer to the consumer at a price
which represents a fair remuneration to
the producer and is within the consumer’s
ability to pay." (1)
That the problem of marketing fresh fruits and vege-
tables in Boston is not new is evidenced by the fact that mu-
nicipal authorities have taken an interest in it for many
years. These officials became more concerned as traffic con-
gestion increased, partly due to the larger volume of supplies
which were brought in by rail and truck from distant areas,
in addition to the increased production of locally grown pro-
duce required to feed an ever growing population.
(1) ^ood and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations,"
Report of the First Session of the Conference held at the City
of Quebec, Canada, October 16 to November 1, 1945, p. 37
.'
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2'Vholesale market areas in Boston, .just as in most
other cities of the country, grew up in areas that were set
aside for the selling of farmers' home grown produce. These
areas are usually centrally located and hence the land values
are high. They developed without the benefit of any planning
whatsoever, and this lack of planning has caused the diffi-
culties with which we have been faced for the past quarter of
a centur _r
. The use of refrigerated railroad cars and trans-
portation by truck has in a measure helped meet the greatly
Increased demand for fresh fruits and vegetables of an ever
growing population. Many wholesalers today are attempting
to conduct businesses in buildings which were adapted to the
handling of locally grown produce, but which are entirely in-
adequate for handling the larger volume and diversified lines
of perishable roduce. This inefficient layout and operation
of existing facilities contributes to the wide spread in price
between the farmer and the ultimate consumer.
MTo bridge the tremendous distance between
agricultural producers and consumers in the
United States, to smooth out the irregular
flow or to keen a succession of regular
flows of different products meshing in with
one another over periods of time, and to set
and reset nrices continually so that con-
sumers will never lack suppliers at those
prices, and vice versa, a huge and compli-
cated marketing system has developed over
the years. The system is always a jump or
two behind, in a stac?e of transition from
what was needed yesterday to what is needed
today. n (1
)
(1 )' Geoffrey S. Shepherd, Marketing Farm Products , (Ames,
Iowa, Iowa State College press, 1946 p. ’36-37)
..
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Numerous studies have been made in the past by
various individuals and groups, but these have not done
much except stir up a mild wave of interest for a short
time with no tangible results. The following, although
not intended to be all inclusive, is a list of the studies
which have been made.
1. 1915 - Report of Market Advisory Com-
mittee which is described in "The
Summary of the Market Situation in Boston.
"
2. 1934 - A report of Arthur E. Baylis,
then a student at Tufts College en-
titled, "Survey of the Market Situation
in Boston.
"
3. In the same year, a survey was made
by the Massachusetts Department of
Agriculture in conjunction with a Fed-
eral Emergency Relief Administration
project which was summarized by L. A.
Beven and H. D. Rowe.
4. 1935 - "Report on the Market Situation
with particular reference to the Farmers *
Market" submitted by the Boston City
Planning Board to Mayor Mansfield.
In April 1944 a stud:/ was "begun by a committee
made up of members of the Boston City Planning Board and
members of the Boston Fruit and Produce Exchange. As a re-
sult of this revived interest in the market situation in
Boston, the present Massachusetts Market Authority was
created by legislative act June 12, 1947 as an initial step
toward the development of a long-range plan for improvement
in facilities and methods of marketing perishable produce
.-
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4at wholesale. This group joined with the Boston Branch of
the National League of Wholesale Fresh Fruit and Vegetable
Distributors and a group of wholesale meat dealers in the
Faneuil Hall Market area in requesting that a complete sur-
vey be conducted by the Marketing Facilities Branch of the
Production and Marketing Administration, United States De-
partment of Agriculture. The Marketing Facilities Branch,
whose activities have greatly expanded under the Agricultural
Marketing Act of 1946, has conducted numerous surveys of whole-
sale markets in such cities as Baltimore, St. Louis, Houston,
and Indianapolis. In this work, the Marketing Facilities
Branch has received the wholehearted support of the individual
wholesale dealers and trade organizations who, together with
municipal and civic groups, have favorably received the re-
ports and recommendations submitted.
The survey being conducted in Boston by this group
will seek to determine specifically the defects in the present
market, the type of facility needed, the amount of money that
would be required to build a new market, savings that might
be expected from use of improved market facilities, where the
market should be located, the type of organization and manage-
ment that would be needed, and other pertinent factors neces-
sary for the establishment of an improved wholesale market in
Boston. Its staff of agricultural economists, Mr. C. J.
Otten, Mr. A. L. Owen, Mr. N. G. Paulhus, and Mr. S. D. Clark
are presently (1949) in Boston securing the facts necessary
•--
.
.
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5for such a study through personal contact and interviews
with buyers, sellers, brokers, farmers, various interested
organizations and others.
The helpful suggestions, criticisms, and cooperation
extended through making available the information collected
by the Marketing Facilities Branch in its present survey was
greatly appreciated by the author, who reciprocated by render-
ing assistance to the above named group through interviewing
buyers, in the tabulating of data, and in the determining and
plotting of centers of population and retail centers of dis-
tribution.
The author considere the time and effort spent in
this study during the present school year of benefit to him
in that it has given him first hand knowledge of marketing
practices. Personal interviews were held with wholesale
dealers in the various markets, buyers, railroad officials,
officers of the Boston Market Terminal Company, owners of
the fruit auction company, representatives of the Boston
Fruit and Produce Exchange, officials of the City of Boston
including the Superintendent of the Faneuil Hall and Quincy
Markets and members of the Boston City Planning Board, of-
ficials of the New England Council, and contact was established
with staff members of the Massachusetts Department of Agri-
culture and the Boston Market Authority.
..
.
II IMPORTANCE OF BOSTON’S WHOLESALE PRODUCE MARKET
The New England states constitute an area de-
ficient in the oroduction of foodstuffs. It has been es-
( 1 )
tablished that the area produces only thirty per cent
of the food needed to supoort its total population of
( 2 )
9,328,000 in 1947. The remaining seventy per cent
must be brought into the territory from outside producing
areas. Cities and towns in the southern and western sec-
tions of these six states normally receive direct shipments
from outside areas, but the eastern and northern parts ob-
tain much of their total supply of fresh fruits and vege-
tables, meats, fish, and other foods through the wholesale
market in Boston. A considerable volume of perishable pro-
duce is also supplied to the eastern provinces of Canada.
Metropolitan Boston with its total population of
(3)
1,980,221 in 1940 consumes huge quantities of food.
To meet this demand and also that of the population to the
north and east, the wholesale market in Boston handles an-
nually an estimated 94,000 carlots of fruits and vegetables,
meat, poultry and eggs, and dairy products valued at $525,
000,000. Of this total, fresh fruits and vegetables make
up approximately 61,000 carlots with an estimated total
(1) Representatives of the Mass. Department of Agriculture
(2) U. S. Census Bureau population estimate, 1947
(3) Surging Citie s - Greater Boston Development Committee,
Inc. (Boston, Massachusetts, 1948, p. 175)
..
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7value of $128,000,000.
It was estimated that about 25,000 carlots of meat
valued at approximately $300,000,000 were received in 1947.
This meat was handled by 150 wholesale dealers who distrib-
uted it both within and beyond the boundaries of the metro-
politan area.
Almost 5,400 carloads of poultry and eggs valued
at approximately $54,000,000 and about 2,600 carloads of
butter and cheese with an estimated valuation of $45,000,000
were also received and distributed by wholesale dealers in
Boston during the year 1947.
Importance of the wholesaling of the above named
foodstuffs in Boston may be further emphasized by the fact
that nearly 6,000 people are directly employed, not includ-
ing those thousands who are furnished employment indirectly
in transportation and other businesses connected with whole-
sale distribution. Of the total number directly employed,
twenty-nine per cent or 1,750 are employed in the fresh fruit
( 1 )
and vegetable industry.
The receipts and distribution of fruits and vege-
tables, meats, poultry and eggs, dairy products, and other
foods is handled in Boston by a huge and complicated mar-
keting system made up of wholesale dealers, local farmers,
and chain store warehouses. These supplies come to Boston
(1) Survey of The Boston Wholesale Market presently being
conducted by representatives of the Marketing Facilities
Branch, United States Department of Agriculture
,.
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8by rail, truck, and boat from almost every state and several
territorial possessions of the United States. They also come
from Canada, Mexico, and numerous other foreign countries.
Boston is we11 situated as a receiving and dis-
tributing point in that it is served by rail, highway, and
water. Carloads of perishable produce are hauled annually
into Boston from all sections of the country via one of the
three major railroads serving the area, the New York, New
Haven and Hartford; the Boston and Albany; and the Boston
and Maine.
The highway pattern of Greater Boston, which had
its beginning as early as 1700, may be described as a "radial
system." Within a distance of eight miles from the State
House, there are as many as thirty- five of these radials
which serve as the principal feature of the region's high-
way framework. Even though there is a network of main
highways leading from the outskirts to all the major cities
of Massachusetts and neighboring states, there is no system
of express highways connecting the central area of Boston
with the main state highways.
Highway U. S. No. 1 to the north of Boston not
only serves northern Massachusetts and New Hampshire cities,
but also Portland and Bangor, Maine. This same route to the
south serves Providence and other Rhode Island cities and
towns. Massachusetts Routes Nos. 138 and 140 serve Taunton,
Pall River, and New Bedford to the south. Massachusetts Route
.*
.
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9No. 3 and U. S. Highway No. 6 serve the south shore as well
as the Cape Cod area. Lowell, Mass., Nashua, Manchester,
and other New Hampshire cities are served by U. S. Route
No. 3. Massachusetts Route No. 2 is used by farmers from
the Lexington and Concord region, as well as by buyers from
the Fitchburg and G-ardner areas. Massachusetts Route No. 9
and U. S. Highway No. 20 serve the important cities and towns
west of Boston and form part of the direct state highway
system between New York City and Boston. It is over these
latter two routes that much of the produce grown in distant
areas is hauled into Boston.
Boston is also the leading seaport of New England.
Before railroads began bringing in produce from various sec-
tions of the United States, boats brought in fruits and nuts
from abroad. Prior to the war, bananas and Egyptian onions,
as well as potatoes and turnips from Prince Edward Island
and Nova Scotia came in by water. Even though receipts by
boat have declined and for the past few years been relatively
unimportant, the port and dock facilities are available for
future use
..
.
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111 CHRONOLOGICAL development
Although Boston is recognized as the commercial
and cultural hub of the metropolitan region, the cities and
towns making up the area have jealously guarded their status
as independent communities. These separate and distinct po-
litical entities did not consider planning for the metropoli-
tan region as a whole, but merely considered their own im-
mediate needs. Consequently, as the population grew, vacant
areas between towns became extinct and the result is a. con-
gested urban center. Just as the whole metropolitan district
grew without the benefit of any planning, so, too, did the
market areas take place and expand.
It was in 1G55 that any indication of action to pro-
vide market facilities for Boston took place. At this time,
it was ordered that a committee of three set prices on the
goods and commodities and no other rates should be established
or accepted. As Boston grew, the market function became more
involved, and the necessity for order in the market on market
days led to the passing of an act which gave the selectmen
authority to appoint a ’’clerk" to keep peace among the bar-
gainers and see that no one cheated. Records show that Paul
Revere acted in this capacity. The opening and closing of
the market was heralded by the ringing of church bells. In
the early morning hours, countryfolk streamed toward the mar-
ket place awaking the townsfolk by the rattling of wooden
wheels and the hooves of horses, sellers intent upon arriv-
.,
.
.
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ing first and securing choice locations in the market place;
'
( 1 )
buyers intent upon securing the most for their money.
These first areas set aside for the marketing of fruits and
vegetables were, just as in many other cities, situated along
the waterfront. At that time, the ocean extended up to that
part of the area now known as Dock Square. During the latter
part of the 1600’s, other locations in this vicinity were used
as a place where buyers and sellers could come together for
purposes of exchanging their wares. One of these was at the
site of the Old State House.
The need for a centralized market became apparent
in the 1700’s. In 1740 Peter Faneuil, a leading merchant and
citizen of Boston, offered to do the following:
’’Erect a noble and complete structure to
be improved for a market for the sole use,
benefit, and advantage of the town, pro-
vided that the town of Boston would pass a
vote for that purpose and lay the same under
such proper regulations as shall be thought
necessary and consequently supported for
said use. ” ^
'
The reluctance of the citizens in accepting Fan-
euil ’ s offer was evidenced by the fact that out of 700 votes
cast, there was only a slim majority of seven in favor. When
this building was finally erected, it included in its upper
stories a hall where meetings could be held. This hall was
favorably received by the citizens. However, the building
rir Esther' Forbes, Paul Revere and the World He Lived In ,
(Houghton Mifflin & Co,, New York:, N. Y. , 1942)"
’
(2) ’’City Record," Vol. 24, No. 43, October 22, 1932, p. 1155
..
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was burned in 1763 and the present structure was erected in
1805.
Quincy Market, originally known as New Faneuil
Hall Market, was built as a result of the ever grov/ing pop-
ulation of the city and the increased business pressures at
the old market. Mayor Josiah Quincy also met with opposition
when he suggested that the advent of a new era in Boston
justified the construction of a new market building. However,
he did succeed in his plans and in 1826 the new structure
was completed immediately east of the Faneuil Hall Market
where it remains today. The basement and first floor of these
buildings continue to be used as they originally were by whole-
sale and retail dealers in fruits and vegetables, meats, poul-
try and eggs, dairy products, fish, and other foodstuffs.
The "Market District," the name given to the area
in which these buildings are located, not only provides a mar-
ket where farmers can sell their produce, but is also the site
of extensive wholesale and retail establishments dealing in
the above named commodities.
The auctioning of fruit in Boston began in a small
way at the India Wharf and T Wharf about the year 1835. Cargo
coming into the Port of Boston included nuts, figs, raisins,
dates, grapes, and wines from Italy, Spain, Egypt, and Smyrna.
These were among the earliest commodities to be sold at auc-
tion, with imported lemons and oranges following. A few years
later, imports of fruits decreased and supplies of domestically
E
*
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grown perishable produce increased. Later, railroads be-
came the predominant means of hauling foodstuffs to distri-
bution centers and consequently the auction sites moved from
their waterfront locations toward the railroad yards.
The same auction company which began operations
on India Wharf over one-hundred years ago has moved from
time to time, but still continues to do business in Boston.
A competitive auction company, established in 1915, was
taken over by the older company in 1941. California fruit,
which was sold at auction in Boston as early as 1887 while
the fruit auction was held at 227 State Street, still remains
one of the principal commodities sold by this company.
As the volume of fruit available for sale at auction
expanded, the Boston and Maine Railroad provided facilities
for housing the auction at their terminal yards in Charles-
town. A building which had been used for freight handling
and storage known as the No. 12 House was converted for the
use of the auction company. This building was located north
of Warren Bridge and was of similar construction to the Potato
Shed. Near the auction building were team tracks with a
limited capacity. Prom 1915 to 1927 two auction companies
did business at this location simultaneously.
In 1927, the fruit auction moved to its present
location on the west side of Rutherford Avenue, Charlestown,
approximately two miles from the Faneuil Hall Market area.
This new auction facility was built by the Boston and Maine
*.
.
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Railroad. Its development was undertaken by the railroad
as a bid to retain a share of the produce business in Boston,
thus offsetting some threatened loss of tonnage which might
occur as a result of the newly organized Boston Market Termi-
nal. The old auction building was antiquated and entirely
inadequate for the sale and distribution of perishable com-
modities. Its location near the congestion of the City Square
and the North Station areas was inconvenient for its contin-
ued use. During the 1920 * 3
,
this congestion was aggravated
by the presence of a multitude of small buyers attracted to
the area in season by increased offerings of juice grapes.
This was another reason for the removal of the auction com-
pany and the complementary juice grape business to the new
location.
About the turn of the century when the Boston and
Maine Railroad constructed the old auction building at Warren
Bridge, a similarly constructed wooden frame building was
erected nearer the City Square area. This building was used
for the handling of potatoes, onions, and turnips, tradition-
ally called "hardware" by the trade. It is presently being
used for the same purpose by sixteen wholesale dealers and is
known as the Boston and Maine Produce Market or the Potato
Shed.
With the advent of motor truck transportation and
refrigerated railroad cars and the resultant increased supplies
of perishable produce, the business of distribution became
..
15
even more complicated. As the population increased, market
garden areas in towns immediately surrounding Boston were
taken over for industrial use or development as residential
areas, necessitating the produce growers to move even further
from the areas of consumption. Consumer dependence upon daily
supplies of fresh fruits and vegetables is of relatively re-
cent origin. Until 1875 it was common for families living in
any considerable degree of comfort to store and preserve their
own supplies of food for winter use. Mr. Wells A. Sherman in
his book. Merchandising Fruits and Vegetables
,
has stated,
"The transition from dependence on family
preservation and storage of perishables
to dependence on commercial preservation
and shipped in supplies is much more re-
cent than the transition from aeoendence
upon the family spinning wheel and loom
to dependence upon the products of tex-
tile mills. " (1
)
During the period from 1900 to 1927, the other three
railroads, the Boston and Albany, the New York, New Haven and
Hartford, and the Union Freight Railroad furnished no other
facilities than team tracks. It was customary for dealers to
unload cars at team tracks and transport produce to the mar-
ket district for sale.
The Boston and Albany Railroad’s team tracks were
located at Kneeland Street just west of the South Station.
The Union Freight Railroad provided similar facilities just
off their principal right of way on Atlantic Avenue near
(IT) Wells A. ~5herman
,
Mer
c
handi sing Fruits and Vegetables ,
(New York, N. Y. McGraw-Hill Book’'"Co.
,
Inc., p. 11, 1928)
'.n
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Richmond Street. Both of these facilities were later dis-
continued by the railroads.
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad’s
team tracks were located in South Boston immediately across
Port Point Channel and extended from both sides of Northern
Avenue toward Summer Street. A large portion of the southern
and southwestern fruits and vegetables arriving in Boston
was delivered at the latter named yards.
The present tracks in Yard No. 5, now commonly known
as the Watermelon Yard, are a remnant of these team tracks.
At present, during the watermelon season of June, July, and
August each year, there are about 600 cars received by dealers
who sell directly from the cars at this location, many of the
sales being made direct to consumers.
In 1927, as a result of the increased receipts of
perishable produce in Boston, forty wholesale dealers of fresh
fruits and vegetables in the Faneuil Hall Market area incorpo-
rated as the Boston Market Terminal Company. These dealers
were provided with two two-story buildings by the New York,
New Haven and Hartford Railroad in their terminal yards at C
and Fargo Streets in South Boston, approximately one and one-
half miles southeast of the Faneuil Hall area. These build-
ings had formerly been used as freight houses. A third build-
ing was added in 1929 to provide additional space.
The construction of the Boston Market Terminal and
the improved auction facilities in Charlestown developed al-
most simultaneously. Both were undertaken in part to relieve
..
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the congestion in the Faneuil Hall Market district. It is
indeed unfortunate that at this time an all inclusive plan
which could have been mutually beneficial to both the indus-
try and the railroads was neglected. The farmers » interests
were also apparently overlooked at the time when these new
decentralized facilities were constructed, and they were
forced to continue doing business in the Faneuil Hall Market
area.
In spite of the fact that these newly constructed
facilities took a considerable volume of busines;- from the
Faneuil Hall area, congestion in this area grew worse. This
was partly attributable to the general transformation from
dependence upon horse-drawn wagons to reliance on motor vehicles.
Not only were there increased numbers of farmers and buyers
coming into Bostoh as a result of this change, but also an
increased volume of produce from distant areas began to flow
into the Faneuil Hall area. Many vehicles whose operators
had no direct business in the market added to this traffic
confusion. This situation resulted in a revival of interest
in favor of constructing a new farmers* market. Consequently,
in 1935 a cooperative farmers » association organized the Boston
Regional Produce Market and set up their place of business in
Cambridge. The location of this market in relation to the
other wholesale produce markets in Boston is shown in Figure 1.
In addition to the four principal markets and the
other markets of lesser importance previously discussed, there
..
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are the chain store warehouses, the Fargo Market Terminal,
and the public cold storage warehouses. A description of
these units and their operations follows in a later chapter.
,'
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IV BOSTON MARKET TERMINAL
Over half the volume of fresh fruits and vegetables
delivered in Boston by rail is handled by dealers at the Bos-
ton Market Terminal. In 1947 a total of approximately 22,000
( 1 )
cars valued at about $46,000,000 were received here.
This market was incorporated in 1926 by a group of
( 2 )
forty wholesale dealers in the Faneuil Hall Market area
in an effort to decrease their distribution costs. These deal-
ers, in establishing themselves at a place where they could
take delivery of fruits and vegetables received by rail, felt
that they could deliver a major part of their receipts di-
rectly to local and out-of-town dealers and thus avoid part
of the congestion 'which existed in the Paneuil Hall area.
Facilities were provided by the New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad in their terminal yards at G and Fargo
Streets in South Boston. Two two- story buildings which were
formerly used as freight houses were made available, and a
third house of similar construction was erected two years later
in 1929 for the use of the Market Terminal Company. Figure 2
shows two of these three buildings in addition to the Fargo
Market Terminal. The two original buildings are each 660 feet
(1) Survey of the Boston Wholesale Market presently being
conducted by representatives of the Marketing Fa.cilities
Branch, United States Department of Agriculture
(2) Frank S. Leddy, "Here’s How You Get Your Christmas Din-
ner J" A.long_ the Line , Vol. 11, No. 12, December 1941, p«10
.'
.
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Market
Terminal
and
Fargo
Market
Terminal

22
long and fifty feet wide, and that constructed last is 1,000
feet long and sixty feet in width. These buildings together
provide a total area of 126,000 square feet, space enough to
house a maximum of 150 carlots of produce. There are two
tracks alongside each house from which the cars are unloaded.
In addition, the terminal yards provide team track capacity
to 350 cars, from which deliveries are made directly to buyers.
Second floor offices are rented by firms engaged in selling
in the Boston Market Terminal, either as members or as licensees.
Other spaces on the second floor are occupied by the market
superintendent’s office, directors’ room, telegraph office,
barber shoo, and restaurant.
As produce is received by the carlot dealers, it
is unloaded onto the floor of the market houses from which
sales are made. In lieu of rent, those doing business at
the Boston Market Terminal are assessed a per car charge
amounting at the present time to f>17 for dry merchandise cars
and $19 for cars containing wet or iced commodities. Dealers
are not assigned definite locations in the terminal houses,
but from day to day are required to offer their produce at
any location where it may have been unloaded. A large variety
of fruits and vegetables from all parts of the country is of-
fered for sale--sales being limited to produce received by
rail.
The Boston Market Terminal Company regulates the
hours during which sales may be made. Selling begins at
'. - jl : . '
. . n p-' '
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6:30 a.m. and ends at 9:00 a.m. Goods which remain unsold
must be carried over to the next day. Deliveries start
immediately after sales are made and may continue until
4:00 p.m. of the same day. Sales are made for cash or on
a ten-day credit basis to wholesalers, chain stores, and
large retail buyers. These buyers come from New England
cities and towns as well as from Metropolitan Boston, and
many of them are the same buyers who are found purchasing
in the Faneuil Hall and Charlestown Market areas. It has
been estimated that an average of 300 buyers visit this
market daily
.. .
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V PANEUIL HALL MARKET AREA
Historical Paneuil Hall Market is eighty feet
long and one-hundred feet wide and is divided into thirty-
four stalls and eleven cellars, of which thirty- three stalls
and six cellars are rented to meat dealers, five cellars to
dealers in fruits and vegetables and one stall to an express
company.
The Quincy Market building is 535 feet in length
and fifty feet wide, and is divided into one-hundred thirty
two stalls and forty- four basement cellars. Forty- three
stalls and forty cellars are rented by fruit and vegetable
wholesalers, the remainder are occupied by meat, poultry,
dairy products, and fish dealers. On the second floor of
Quincy Market, there are offices occupied by diverse interests
as well as the facilities of the Boston Fruit and Produce
Exchange. This Exchange which was incorporated in 1885 is
primarily an information bureau for its members, furnishing
them with the market prices of perishables in all big centers
daily receipts; movement and location of cars arriving in
transit; and volume of stocks on hand with a comparison of
the same in the previous year. The Exchange issues daily
three reports covering the above information. These reports
are: a) butter, cheese, eggs, and poultry; b) fruits and
vegetables; c) provisions.
The City of Boston receives an annual total revenue
from the stalls and cellars in both buildings of approximate
.,
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$117,000 and an additional $8,500 from rentals of second
floor space. In 1946 total direct labor expense and build-
( 1 )
ing and maintenance costs were $36,000, Hence, it may
readily be seen that the city has a lucrative income from
this property.
The Faneuil Hall and Quincy Markets form the nu-
cleus of the Faneuil Hall Market area which is bounded on
the east by Atlantic Avenue; on the south by State Street;
by Merchants Row, Dock Square, and Blackstone Street from
southwest to northeast; and by Richmond and Hanover Streets
to the north.
In this area, the principal secondary market in
Boston, there are a total of 138 wholesale dealers in fruits
and vegetables. Twenty-one have established wholesale busi-
nesses in other locations where there are direct rail con-
nections available. The majority of these dealers usually
handle a full general line of fruits and vegetables. How-
ever, some specialize in certain commodities and render such
services as the ripening and repacking of tomatoes, the wash-
ing of celery, and other similar services. In 1947 there
were almost 13,000 carlot equivalents of perishable produce
valued at approximately $27,000,000 hauled by truck into the
( 2 )
Faneuil Hall Market area.
7TT Superintendent of Markets, City of Boston
(2) Survey of the Boston Wholesale Market presently being
conducted by representatives of the Marketing Facilities
Branch, United States Department of Agriculture
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In the Faneuil Hall Market area, dealers in fruits
and vegetables are intermingled with those handling meats,
poultry and eggs, dairy products, fish, and other foodstuffs.
Approximately ninety per cent of the wholesale meat dealers
doing business in Boston, as well as a majority of the whole-
sale dealers in poultry, eggs, and dairy products have exten-
sive establishments here, Wholesalers dealing in dry groceries,
brokers, sales representatives, and other related interests
are also situated in this area.
Immediately adjacent to the market district described
above is another food industry as old as Boston itself, the
fish industry. The original home of the fish industry in Bos-
ton is T Wharf on the east side of Atlantic Avenue. In spite
of the fact that much of the fish business moved to the Fish
Pier in South Boston in 1914, a large number of wholesale
fish dealers continue their businesses in the vicinity of T
Wharf.
Since none of the fruit and vegetable stores in
this area is served by direct rail connections, all supplies
must be delivered by trucks which either are owned by the
dealers themselves, by contract haulers, or by farmers. Much
of this merchandise has already traveled from producing areas
into Boston by rail. The remainder comes by truck directly
into this market district from nearby or distant producing
areas.
The Faneuil Hall Market area is the only market in
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Boston where buyers may obtain a complete line of fresh
fruits and vegetables, meat and meat products, poultry and
eggs, and dairy products. In all other market areas in Bos-
ton, the varieties of perishable produce handled are limited.
There are no designated hours of trading and for this reason
buyers may be found at the market at all hours. Buyers who
wish to purchase for resale, either at wholesale or at retail,
visit this market in large numbers daily. Even though they
make a practice of obtaining many desired items at other whole-
sale markets in Boston, they still continue to visit the Fan-
euil Hall area to complete their purchases.
Only a small part of the fruits and vegetables pass-
ing through wholesale stores in the Faneuil Hall area is de-
livered to the buyer's place of business by the wholesale
dealers. Most of it is picked up at the stores by trucks
owned or employed by the buyers. Representative buyers include
not only those from the metropolitan region, but also those
from cities and towns throughout New England. Numerous buy-
ing brokers with headquarters in Boston purchase large quan-
tities of fruits and vegetables for shipment to cities pnd
towns outside the metropolitan area. Many of the fruits and
vegetables purchased by this class of brokers are intended
for dealers at destinations as far as the Maritime Provinces
of Canada.
Within the past twelve to fifteen years, an indus-
try which forms another part of the wholesale market business
..
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has established itself in and around the market district.
This is the industry of processing and repacking tomatoes
in consumer-sized packages. A recent count shows that thirty-
five or more firms ranging in size from family operations to
those employing as many as sixty-five to seventy workers
during the active season are now operating in Boston. The
product of this specialized industry is distributed over a
wide area extending as far north as Canada and south to Wash-
ington, D. C. and Richmond, Virginia. It is known that some
who have become familiar with these operations in Boston
have established themselves in other wholesale markets.
Part of the Faneuil Hall Market area, which was origi-
nally set aside for exclusive use of nearby farmers, has been
taken over by wholesale dealers for their own use. However,
farmers in large numbers continue the direct sale of their
produce, especially along South Market Street. During the sum-
mer months when there is an abundance of locally grown vege-
tables, there are two fairly well defined daily market periods.
Some farmers come into the market in the early evening and
sell their produce from 6:00 to 11:00 p.m. Another group be-
gins to arrive at 2:00 a.m. and continues selling until their
loads are sold out which is usually from 7:00 to 8:00 a.m.
The farmers sell to wholesale stores in the market
area or direct to local or out-of-town buyers. In addition,
many nearby farmers deliver their produce to dealers in the
Faneuil Hall area for sale on commission. Deliveries of home
.. .
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grown produce are effected in the same manner as those from
wholesale stores, namely by buyers’ trucks.
The farmers do not provide the city with any reve-
nue as do those dealers who rent stalls in the publicly
owned buildings, for the farmers have never been charged for
use of space even though land values in the area have increased
tremendously. There are a number of rules drawn up by which
the farmers are supposed to abide, regulation of which can
be enforced by authority of the Superintendent of Markets.
However, this never has been exercised.
Although this paper is intended to describe only
the wholesale business in the produce market, brief mention
should be made of the retail market held each Saturday dur-
ing the year in streets in the Faneuil Hall Market area.
This is known as the "Pushcart Market." Nearly every item
of foodstuff is offered for retail sale by hucksters and
peddlers who line both sides of Blackstone and intersecting
streets in the area with pushcarts and horse-drawn wagons.
This is a time-honored institution in Boston. Each market
day, huge quantities of produce pa.ss into the hands of ulti-
mate consumers. It is considered an important outlet by
wholesale dealers as it thus moves late arrivals and some
items which are in over supply that might otherwise deteri-
orate before the following Monday. Such a market is also of
benefit to consumers in that they can purchase these com-
modities at reduced prices.
*.
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VI CHARLESTOWN FRUIT AUCTION
The modern building which has been housing the
fruit auction in Boston since 1927 is located on Rutherford
Avenue, Charlestown. It is made of steel, concrete, and
brick and is 580 feet long and ninety feet wide. A photo-
graph of this building is shown in Figure 3. On its first
floor, there are 52,200 square feet of floor space used as
a display room for inspection purposes. There are double
track railroad sidings on either side of the building from
which commodities received in cars are unloaded directly on-
to the floor. The unloading takes place during the night
so that the empty cars may be moved by morning to enable the
buyers to back their, trucks uo against the building platform
for loading. On the second floor, there are two auction rooms
forty-two by fifty feet, each with a seating capacity of 218.
Second floor office space and a small print shop where the
daily catalogues are made up are rented to the auction com-
pany by the railroad.
In the year 1947, there were approximately 5,600
carlots of perishable produce sold at auction in this build-
ing practically all of which was fruit, although there were
occasional cars of potatoes and tomatoes included. In a nor-
mal year, seventy-five per cent of the fruit sold is citrus,
the remainder deciduous. These fruits are received from
numerous parts of the country, California and Florida pre-
dominating in the citrus line, and California and the north-
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western states in the deciduous. Citrus fruits come into
Boston the whole year round while the heaviest deciduous vol-
ume is received from May through October. Although most of
the produce sold at auction arrived by rail, a few truckloads
of locally grown apples were sold here last year.
These commodities, coming usually from distant areas
are owned by individual shippers or shipping organizations in-
cluding cooperatives. Usually they are consigned to sales
representatives of the owner who arrange with the auction com-
pany for their sale. In usual practice, a sales represent-
ative sits on the platform with the auctioneer during bidding.
Figure 4 is a photograph of the auction room taken while sales
are in progress. In this picture, sales representatives are
shown seated among those at the auction platform. A represent
ative may exercise his privilege of establishing a minimum
price at which goods are sold or of withdrawing the car from
sale if this price is not obtained. Twenty-one sales repre-
sentatives and carlot receivers do business here. Nine are
considered to be regular operators by the auction company;
the remainder are active intermittently. To avoid preference
being given to any receiver, the auction company arranges its
sales so that the order of offerings is rotated from day to
day.
As the cars of produce are unloaded, each variety,
grade, and size is sorted and piled separately. From each
lot, sample boxes are opened for inspection of the buyers.
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These samples are taken at random and are intended to fairly
represent the lot. However, the auction company does not
guarantee uniformity and all goods are sold strictly onV’as
is" basis. Prospective buyers coming onto the auction floor
are supplied with catalogues listing the contents of each car
by variety, grade, and size. All of this occurs before 8:30
a.m. at which time bidding commences, thus allowing those
who also purchase at the Boston Market Terminal enough time
to reach the auction. Bidding is fast, increasing in rapidity
with increased demand. It is an established fact that it re-
quires an average of only three minutes to sell a car. De-
liveries begin immediately after sales are made and must be
completed on the day of sale. The auction company guarantees
payment for goods sold by them. Remittance of the net proceeds
is made to owners on the day following the sale of the goods.
The buyers at this market consist of both local and
out-of-town jobbers, chain store dealers, large retailers, in-
cluding some peddlers, in addition to buying brokers who are
active auction buyers. These groups include many of the buyers
found in the other market areas of Boston. The average daily
attendance at the auction during the active season of 1947
was 166, while on Mondays the average was 214. The smallest
unit of citrus fruit sold is twenty packages, while in decidu-
ous fruit the minimum sold is thirty, hence small unit buyers
are not allowed in this market.
The busiest months are from June through October
..
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due to the large quantities of deciduous fruit received dur-
ing this period, in addition to the citrus which comes in
throughout the year. The auction company receives its in-
come in the form of commissions from the receivers. This
commission usually averages about two per cent, although it
varies with different commodities.
-.
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VII BOSTON AND MAINE PRODUCE MARKET
A large part of the potatoes, onions, and turnips
sold at wholesale in Boston are handled by dealers who rent
space at the Boston and Maine Produce Market. This market
is second only to the Faneuil Hall and Quincy Markets in
continuous service at one location. The market house is a
wooden frame building 1400 feet long and thirty-five feet
wide. Construction of it began in 1899 and was completed
in 1900. It is located in Charlestown between City Square
and Prison Point Bridge.
There are thirty- five doors in the house which are
occupied by sixteen tenants who pay rentals of $50 ner door
(1)
per month. Two of the doors are rented by a company
manufacturing burlap bags which distributes these and other
supplies to wholesale dealers in this market, as well as
dealers and shippers in other areas. In this particular sec-
tion of the building, there are three floors.
Running along behind the building is a double rail-
road siding which originally accomodated a maximum of seventy
cars; cars at that time being thirty- six feet in length. Since
then, the standard size of railroad cars has been increased
to forty-two feet and consequently only sixty care may be placed
(1) Survey of the Boston Wholesale Market presently being
conducted by representatives of the Marketing Facilities
Branch, U. S. Department of Agriculture
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behind the building at one time. As a result, when the
maximum number is placed there, dealers are inconvenienced
because car doors do not open opposite the doors of the build-
ing.
A paved street, Front Street, and a loading plat-
form the length of the building are located in front of the
house. Trucks back up against this platform to load produce
purchased from the dealers. The truck shown in the back-
ground of Figure 5 is delivering potatoes from Caribou, Maine.
Team track space in nearby yards is sufficient to meet
seasonal peak loads.
The large volume of business in the early 1900*s
necessitated the use of increased facilities at this location.
As a result, a. triangular- shaped building of similar construc-
tion was made available for the use of the dealers. This
building, known as the "annex", provided space where an ad-
ditional five cars daily could be placed for unloading.
For many years during the development of the im-
portant Aroostook County Maine potato industry, a high per-
centage of potatoes came to Boston in bulk. Wholesale dealers
in the Potato Shed employed trained crews of men to package
the potatoes in various sized bags and other containers to
meet the requirements of other markets to which shipments
were made by rail or water. The last fifteen years have
witnessed great changes in these practices. While railroad
tariffs still provide a liberal diversion privilege from Bos-
..
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ton to other markets south and west, the major part of ship-
ments from Maine now go directly from the point of origin to
final destination. No longer do coastwise steamships operate
from this port, thus the rail-water-rail method of shipment
is no longer used. Practically all potatoes now coming to
Boston are intended for consumption locally or in nearby mar-
kets. Bulk shipments are a thing of the past largely because
of the economies that can be affected by cheaper labor at
shipping points. While many shipments arrive in one-hundred-
pound bags, there has been a tendency in the past few years
towards the use of smaller packages, such as fifty-pound bags
and even consumer size ten and fifteen-pound bags.
During the year 1947, the sixteen wholesale dealers
who had their major place of business in the Potato Shed, re-
ceived approximately 4,000 cars of produce consisting princi-
( 1 )
pally of potatoes, onions, turnips, and cabbage.
Sales are made to both local and out-of-town wholesale and
retail buyers. Many buyers purchasing at this market have
already secured part of their reo^uirements at other wholesale
.
markets in Boston and they usually complete their load at
the Potato Shed.
Seven of the dealers with principal places of busi-
ness in the Potato Shed are also members of or licensed
XI) Survey of the Boston Wholesale Market presently being
conducted by representatives of the Marketing Facilities (j
Branch, United States Department of Agriculture (
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operators in the Boston Market Terminal. Pour of these reg-
ularly offer potatoes, onions, or turnips for sale at the
Boston Market Terminal to supoly the needs of buyers who
find it inconvenient to visit the Potato Shed.
At the Potato Shed there are no established hours
of trading. Dealers usually are open for business at 7:00
a.m. and close late in the afternoon six days a week.
A heavy percentage of receipts at the Potato Shed
consist of potatoes from Maine. During the months when these
are not available, very few carlot shipments are delivered ii
this market. In fact, during June, July, and August business
here is practically negligible. During the busy season, on-
ions are received from all late producing areas. Most of the
supplies of turnips come from Prince Edward Island.
.. .
.
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VIII OTHER COMPONENTS OF THE WHOLESALE PRODUCE MARKET
1 • Grape Yard
Immediately west of the auction building in Charles-
town, the Boston and Maine Railroad maintains team tracks
which were constructed in 1927 intended primarily for the
delivery of cars containing juice grapes. Although the
annual volume of iuice grape business has decreased from. 5,545
(if (2)
cars in 1927 to 750 cars during the last season,
this remains one of the most colorful and speculative mar-
kets in Boston. Sale of juice grapes from these team tracks
are made by a class of dealers who are not established handlers
of fruits and vegetables at wholesale. They are buyers who
come into the market during the season when juice grapes are
offered for sale. They buy carlots direct from shippers in
California, on track at private sale, or at auction. Because
juice grapes are entirely different from table grapes, and
also because of the fact that the buyers are not recognized
wholesale dealers, the auction company does not permit juice
grapes to be unloaded in the auction building.
Immediately after he comes into possession of a car
of grapes, the individual owner starts selling from the car
door in both wholesale and retail Quantities. Itinerant buyers
purchase lots of grapes which vary from a few packages taken
ttr TtMor e Fruit and Vegetables Used in Boston” Boston and
Maine Railroad Employees Magazine
,
Vol. 5, No. 6,
September, 1928, p. 8
(2) Freight Traffic Manager, Boston and Maine Railroad, Boston,
Mass.
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away in pushcarts to lots of several hundred packages de-
livered by large motor trucks. All of these grapes eventu-
ally find their way into homemade wines.
2 . Watermelon Yard
The New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad con-
\
tinues team track facilities in its No. 5 Yard, commonly
known as the Watermelon Yard. During the months of June,
July, and August when receipts of watermelons are abundant,
these team tracks are used for car door delivery of the
melons to buyers of large and small quantities.
Carlots of watermelons intended for sale in this
way are purchased from shippers in the growing areas or from
Boston wholesalers. Included in this group of sellers are
individuals not regularly established in the fruit and vege-
table business. Many in the group may be found later in the
year selling juice graces from the car door. Buyers represent-
ing all classes of trade come to this market not only from
the metropolitan area, but from all parts of New England.
The earliest shipments of v/atermelons come from
Florida. These are followed successively by shipments from
Georgia, the Carolinas, and other producing areas on the east
coast.
3. Bos ton Regional Produce Market
As an immediate result of the establishment of the
Boston Market Terminal and the Charlestown Fruit Auction, a
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heavy percentage of the volume of fresh fruits and vegetables
formerly moving through the Faneuil Hall Market area was dis-
tributed direct from these new facilities. However, many old
established firms continued operations in the Faneuil Hall
Market area, and new businesses occupied stores left vacant
by those who moved all their business to the Boston Market
Terminal. As a result, many buyers continued to frequent
this area and traffic congestion remained a troublesome prob-
lem. The increased use of motor vehicles aggravated this
situation. This condition was particularly annoying to farm-
ers who had to arrive in the area at an even earlier hour
than formerly in order to find a choice location to sell their
produce. Because of these and other unfavorable conditions,
a cooperative farmers* association was organized in 1935.
After considering many possible suburban sites where
they could build a market, the Boston Regional Produce Market
was constructed on a thirty-acre level tract of land on a sid-
ing of the Boston and Maine Railroad near Concord Avenue in
West Cambridge approximately five miles from the Faneuil Hall
Market area. This property, which was adequately served by
both rail and highway, was leased for a fifteen- year period.
The initial outlay of $170,000 provided space for seventeen
jobbers and 580 farmers, and adjoining acreage was available
if needed for future expansion.
TIT Deane W. Malott, Probl ems in Agricultural Marketing
(Hew York; McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., p. 151
)
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Even though the farmers, whose interests had pre-
viously been neglected undoubtedly needed new facilities
for distribution, they did not visualize that such a site
as they chose would further add to the handicap of a split
market. Neither did they realize that in this remote lo-
cation they would be unable to attract buyers in sufficient
number to make their market a success. That such has been
the case may be noted by the fact that this cooperative
undertaking was dissolved in 1945 and the land devoted to
other uses. However, two independent wholesale and retail
fruit and vegetable dealers continue to maintain operations
at this location.
4.’ Chain Store Warehouses
Chain stores and suoer markets are important out-
lets for fresh fruit and vegetables in the territory served
by the Boston wholesale market. Three of the larger chains
are direct receivers of fruit and vegetables from producing
areas. These three chains operate five warehouses in metro-
politan Boston where fruit and vegetables are assembled and
from which shipments are made to their own retail stores.
In 1947 these five warehouses received about 6,750
carlots of fruit and vegetables shipped to them by rail and
approximately 850 carlot equivalents by truck from distant
producing areas. The equivalent of nearly 1,150 carlots was
purchased direct from farmers in Massachusetts. Purchases
..
*
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at the Boston Market Terminal, from wholesalers in the Fan-
euil Hall Market area, and at the fruit auction in Charles-
town made up another 2,250 carlots. This total of approxi-
mately 11,000 carlots shows the imoortance of chain store
( 1 )
business in the territory served.
Distribution from the five warehouses is all by
truck, some owned; others hired by the chains. Retail stores
and super markets serviced by the five warehouses number 784,
of which 385 are in the metropolitan area; the remainder with-
in a one-hundred mile radius of Boston. Relatively, the chains
distribute a larger percentage of their fruit and vegetables
to points outside the metropolitan area than do the independ-
ent wholesale dealers. Sixty per cent or 6,600 carlot^equiv-
alents are distributed to retail stores beyond the metropoli-
tan boundaries; forty per cent or 4,400 carlot equivalents re-
( 2 )
main within this region.
5. Fargo Market Terminal
The newest addition to the fruit and vegetable mar-
ket in Boston is a produce truck terminal located opposite
the No. 10 House of the Boston Market Terminal. This cement
block building, which was opened for business in November, 1948,
(T) Survey of the~T3os¥on~Pho1 e s a1 e Market presently being
conducted by representatives of the Marketing Facilities
Branch, U. S. Deoartment of Agriculture
(2) Ibid.
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is one-hundred twenty feet long and forty feet wide and pro-
vides 4,800 square feet of floor space. It is situated on a
lot approximately two-hundred fifty feet by tv/o-hundred feet.
The building is divided into eleven units, each ap-
proximately forty feet by eleven feet. Overhead doors are
located at both the front and rear of each unit. A loading
platform extending approximately ten feet from the front side
of the building runs its entire length. This building pro-
vides space where twenty-two trucks may be backed in at one
time and is shown in the foreground of Figure 2 on page 21.
Future expansion to four times the size of the present facility
can be made if warranted.
Three dealers rent space in the building on a perma-
nent basis. The remaining units are rented from time to time
by twenty other wholesale dealers. These dealers receive
produce hauled by trailer truck from as far north as Prince
Edward Island, south to Florida and from midwe stern growers.
Neither rail receipts nor locally grown produce is sold here.
The buyers include many of the same large retailers and whole-
salers who purchase in the other Boston markets.
6 . Refrigerated Warehouses
Approximately six and one-half million cubic feet
of cooler space is available in public warehouses located in
..
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( 1 )
the Faneuil Hall Market area. These public warehouses
also supply refrigerant by means of underground piping to
cold storage rooms in sixty-one wholesale fruit and vegetable
stores in the Faneuil Hall Market area. This cooler space
in individual stores varies from small rooms which hold two-
hundred to three-hundred packages to multiple installations
with a capacity of ten to twelve carlots. A total of 267,
936 cubic feet of cooler and freezer space is available in
the sixty- one stores, enough to hold upwards of one-hundred
( 2 )
carlots. In addition, the public warehouses supply
refrigerant to wholesale meat, poultry and egg, and dairy
stores in the area.
In 1947 wholesale fruit and vegetable dealers in
the several markets in Boston reported total paj/ments for
produce stored on a package basis in public refrigerated
( 3 )
warehouses amounting to approximately $53,000. The
dealers indicated that their use of public cooler space was
mainly for short term holdings.
The use of public cooler space for season or long
term storage of apples, pears, and like commodities is not
as common as it was a number of years ago. During the past
fifteen to twenty years, more and better facilities for sea-
(Tj "Quincy Market Builds New Cold Storage Flant in Watertown,
Mass." Ice and. Refrigeration
,
September, 1948
(2) Survey of the Boston Wholesale Market presently being
conducted by representatives of the Marketing Facilities
Branch, U. 8. Department of Agriculture
(3) Ibid.
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son storage have been built in producing sections, and these
together with storages located on routes to terminal markets
are used for long term storage. Also, in the recent past,
there has been conversion of cooler to freezer space to take
care of the increasing business in frozen foods.
nThe most marked effects of refrigeration
upon the marketing of fruits and vege-
tables is not in holding these products
beyond their natural season, but in pro-
viding a perennial fresh supply through
widening the area available for pro-
duction. It is preservation in transit
rather than preservation in storage which
has revolutionized the fruit and vegetable
industries and precipitated the modern
marketing problem." (1)
(1) Wells A. Sherman,
(New York, N. Y.
:
Merchandising Fruits and Vegetables ,
“McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1928, p. 32-33)
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IX DEFICIENCIES
It has been previously mentioned that the whole-
sale fruit and vegetable market In Boston grew up in a piece-
meal fashion without the aid of any olanning whatsoever.
This was not the fault of any one individual or group, al-
though the diverse interests including wholesalers, farmers,
railroa.ds, and the city government did not seek to coordinate
their activities for the benefit of all concerned when new
facilities were constructed. This resulted in the "split
market" that prevails today which is conducive to an unneces-
sarily large amount of inefficient and uneconomical handling
of perishable produce in Boston.
1 . Split Market
Buyers who purchase in large quantities in Boston
wholesale markets must visit two or more areas to obtain a
complete line of produce. Those who purchase at the Boston
Market Terminal must drive three miles through early morning
"rush hour" traffic in order to arrive at the auction by
8:30 a.m. In addition, many buyers spend considerable periods
of time driving through congested city streets in an effort
to visit the Potato Shed and the Faneuil Hall area.
9
This situation has been recognized for many years
as one of the factors responsible for excessive wholesale
distribution costs of fruits and vegetables in Boston. Mr.
William C. Crow, Director of the Marketing Facilities Branch,
'. .
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United States Department of Agriculture, in a publication,
Wholesale Markets for Fruit s and Vegetables in Forty Cities
,
used the City of Boston as an example of a decentralized
market. Figure 6 is a reproduction of the map used in this
report. A decentralized market such as exists in Boston re-
sults in excessive cross-hauling which increases the cost of
fresh fruit and vegetables to the ultimate consumer. Expenses
are increased because of the excessive deterioration of pro-
duce and greater use of trucks and labor needed during the
longer selling period. In such a split market, buyers find
it difficult to compare price and quality, in that the price-
making mechanism cannot function properly under such circum-
stances.
2. Lack of Sufficient Total Space and Poor Arrangement of
Ava ilable Space in Buildings
The majority of the wholesale dealers in fresh fruits
and vegetables in the Faneuil Hall Market area occupy stores
in which usable floor space is inadequate for present day op-
erations. None of the buildings was designed for the efficient
handling of bulky and heavy perishable products. In spite of
the fact that most transactions take place and deliveries are
made at the street level, dealers occupy multiple story build-
ings. The use of basements is common. Sometimes the entire
operation of a business is confined to these inaccessible and
usually limited quarters.
.3
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AN EXAMPLE OF A DECENTRALIZED MARKET
WHOLESALE FRUIT AND VEGETABLE MARKETS OF BOSTON
1 FANEUIL HALL MARKET WHOLESALE MARKET FOR PRODUCE RECEIVED tY TRUCK ANO JOBBING MARKET FOR ALL COMMODITIES
2 BOSTON MARKET TERMINAL RAIL RECEIPTS OF VEGETABLES ANO FRUITS NOT SOLD AT AUCTION ARE HANDLED HERE
3 FRUIT AUCTION AN AUCTION MARKET FOR FRUITS
4 CHARLESTOWN POTATO HOUSE HANDLES MOSTLY POTATOES ALSO SOME OTHER* DRY" VEGETABLES SUCH AS ONIONS AND CABBAGE
5 WATERMELON YARDS: WATERMELONS ARE SOLD HERE
• GRAPE YARDS: GRAPES ARE SOLD HERE
7 CENTRAL WHARF HANDLES PRINCIPALLY TURNIPS
8 PIER NUMBER 4 HANDLES MOSTLY POTATOES
9 BOSTON REGIONAL PRODUCE MARKET; A SMALL MARKET HANDLING MOSTLY LOCAL TRUCK RECEIPTS
# LOCATED 6 MILES WEST OF MARKET( I )
li ocfaktmint or mmkuituih MU AAAA 7 9UR1AM OF AUlCULTURAi CCONONIC8
Figure 6
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In order to obtain first floor space in the market
area, dealers have been forced to buy or rent multiple story
buildings. Space above the first floor is useful to them
only to a limited extent. This is evidenced by the following
facts which have come to light in the survey presently being
conducted by the Marketing Facilities Branch, United States
Department of Agriculture. In multiple story buildings owned
or rented, there is a total of 457,225 square feet of floor
space. Above the first floor, there are only 196,485 square
feet or forty-three per cent of this total of which dealers
estimate that only 104,551 square feet or fifty- three per cent
is used despite the scarcity of first floor space.
To partially overcome these difficulties, dealers
have installed elevators, power conveyors, and other labor
saving equipment. The efficient use of such equipment is re-
stricted, however, because of the layout of the buildings.
The installation of refrigerated and temperature controlled
rooms has taken valuable first floor space which might other-
wise be used for display and sales purposes.
None of the stores has platforms which may be used
for the receipt or delivery of produce. A.11 goods coming to
the store must be lowered from truck to sidewalk level, and
when deliveries are made this handling process is reversed.
Lack of space within the stores encourages dealers
to pile a large part of their merchandise on sidewalks in front
of their stores. For this privilege, dealers are assessed a
..
.
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license fee by the City of Boston. Under the terms of this
license, dealers are required to provide a four foot passage-
way. '.Vhile some use of sidewalks for display and storage of
produce is advisable, lack of systematic piling of various
commodities adds to the congestion in the market area.
Further congestion results from the fact that only
a few of the stores have usable rear entrances and consequently
all goods must be received and delivered through the front
door.
3. Lack of Rail Connections to V/holesale Stores in Faneui l
Hall Market area
Hone of the wholesale fruit and vegetable stores
in the Faneuil Hall Market area has direct rail connections.
Hence, produce arriving in Boston by rail must be delivered
to stores by truck. Team track facilities in use are one and
one-half to two miles from the Faneuil Hall Market area.
The routes over which trucks must travel between
delivery yards and stores are congested with heavy traffic.
The excessive distance and congestion cause loss of time dur-
ing which produce is exposed to all sorts of weather conditions.
Exposure and delay take their toll in deteriorated merchan-
dise. Additionally, the remote locations where delivery must
be taken from cars necessitate the employment of more labor
and supervision than would be necessary if delivery were taken
nearer the wholesale stores. The chances of pilferage and
.
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broken packages are also greater because of the distance in-
volved.
Hauling from team tracks to stores is done by trucks
owned by wholesale dealers or contracted for by them at stand-
ard rates per package. The average cost of this service is
M45 to -;50 per car. Regardless of which method is used, the
cost of hauling from delivery tracks to wholesale stores adds
to the final price of the merchandise. Most wholesale dealers
say that a large part of this expense could be saved if more
convenient delivery points were available.
4. Inability to Enforce Mutually Beneficia l Regulations
Most people familiar with the operations in the
wholesaling of fresh fruits and vegetables recognizing the
established trade practices, agree that certain few regulations
are beneficial to all concerned. Established hours of sale
help both buyers and sellers. When the market opens and closes
at a definite time, and information concerning available sup-
plies during this period is publicized, price making forces
operate more freely and wide fluctuations in prices are less
frequent.
A rule limiting the minimum number of packages v/hich
can be sold is desirable in that it holds transactions to a
wholesale level. To protect the consumer, most cities have
enacted health regulations. It is difficult to enforce any
of the above regulations in a wholesale market where congestion
.
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exists and dealers operate independently in private proper
ties
.
5. Insufficient Width of Streets and Lack of Adequate Park-
ing Areas
With the exception of South Market Street which is
eighty feet in width from Commercial Street to Merchants Row;
Cross Street which is eighty feet wide from Clinton Street to
Hanover Street; and North Street which is also eighty feet wide
from Cross Street to Dock Square, all streets in the market
area are fifty feet or less in width. Thus most of the area
is served by streets entirely too narrow to handle present
day traffic. Large numbers of pick up and delivery trucks of
all sizes congest the entire area. This is illustrated in
Figure 7. Since trailers are unable to back into stores, these
transports park parallel to the curb, and an almost impossible
traffic situation develops. Very few public parking lots are
available in or near the market area. Passenger vehicles of
dealers and buyers are commonly parked on streets in the area
adding to the congested conditions.
6. Presence of Non-Market Traffic
Congested traffic conditions prevailing in the mar-
ket district are increased because of the presence of indi-
viduals having no direct business in the area. Many of these
motorists pass through the market district because of the close
..
.
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Figure
7
View
of
Congestion
in
the
Faneuil
Hall
Market
Area
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proximity of this location to the downtown retail and fi-
nancial districts of Boston.
Wholesalers who also sell at the retail level and
other retail dealers are intermingled with those, doing ex-
clusively a wholesale business, thus contributing to the
existing confusion. Violation of parking regulations on
the streets of the market district as well as on other nar-
row streets in downtown Boston increases the congested traf-
fic condition, and literally adds several hours to the time
required to haul produce to or from the district.
"Conditions are so bad at times that in
rush hours, it takes longer to drive a
truck from Faneuil Hall to the Worcester
Turnpike at the Brookline-Newton line, a
distance of only seven miles, than to travel (1)
the remaining thirty- two miles to Worcester."
ITT Surging Cities , Greater Boston Development Committee, Inc.
(Boston, Massachusetts, 1948, p. 194)
..
*
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X SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
In view of the existing deficiencies in the Bos-
ton produce market including serious traffic congestion and
the many other factors contributing to excessive distribution
costs, it is apparent that eventually improvements must be
made in this market if Boston is to continue as the primary
fruit and vegetable distribution center of northern and east-
ern New England. In this section four topics are discussed:
1) Interest of individual dealers and groups concerned with
the improvement of marketing facilities; 2) Factors to be
considered in selecting a new market site; 3) Facilities
which may be included in a new market; 4) Financing, con-
structing, and managing of a new market.
1. Individuals and Groups Interested In and Affected By A
New Market
Among the deficiencies in the existing market, it
has been shown that lack of one centralized facility, lack of
rail connections to wholesale stores, lack of sufficient total
space, and inadequate arrangement of available space are of
outstanding importance. These deficiencies are significant
and should be carefully borne in mind when considering propos-
als for a new facility. Eighty-two of the wholesale fresh
fruit and vegetable dealers in Boston were found by the Mar-
keting Facilities Branch, United States Department of Agri-
culture to be interested in and would use space in a new market
.-
.
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development. This figure is not final and is subject to vari-
ation.
Other individuals and groups so essential for the
proper functioning of a wholesale market are also well aware
of the existing deficiencies and are interested in the develop-
ment of a new facility. That buyers, both those from within
metropolitan Boston and those from beyond the boundaries of
this region who purchase in the various decentralized whole-
sale areas will benefit by the construction of a new market,
there is no question. For many years farmers have found whole-
sale marketing facilities in Boston unsuitable for their needs,
yet they continue to use the inadequate streets in the Faneuil
Hall Market area. They are another group definitely in favor
of change.
Those dealing in rela.ted food products, meat and
meat products, poultry and eggs, dairy products, and dry
groceries have expressed a keen interest in the problem and
such remedial proposals as shall be brought forth. Vi/hole-
sale meat dealers in the market district formed a corporation
for the purpose of investigating the possibility of moving
their operations to another section of the city. It is under-
stood that they are holding their plans in abeyance until re-
sults of the present survey are completed.
The Boston Market Authority created by act of legis-
lature is an indication that the state as well as the city
government is aware of present deficiencies and is attempt-
ing to assist in remedying the situation.
..
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Even though the present wholesale market in Boston
cannot function effectively because of the deficiencies pointed
out, there are some advocates who propose redesigning and re-
constructing the Faneuil Hall Market area as the complete so-
lution to the problem. Among this group is the Greater Boston
Development Committee, Inc., who in their recent publication
Surging Cities state:
"Rather than shift the market, it seems
better to plan for the replacement of
present obsolete market buildings by
modern structures, together with the
opening up of more street area for local
circulation of vehicles."
Such recommendations were partially based upon pro-
posals of the Joint Board for the Master Highway Plan for Bos-
ton for express highways including a belt route encircling
Boston. A ramp leading from, the east side of the Faneuil
Hall Market district directly to such an express highway would
necessitate reduction of the number of stores in the area
available for business. Whether such a plm would prove to
be a detriment to the Faneuil Hall area while facilitating
the flow of traffic remains to be seen.
2. Factors to be Con s idered in Selecting s_ New Ma rke t Site
The magnitude and complexity of any undertaking to
ITT Surging Cities , Greater Boston Development Committee, Inc
(Boston, Massachusetts, 1948, p. 235-236. )
..
.
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improve these present conditions may readil:/ be understood.
It appears impossible to correct the major defects in the mar-
ket if the industry is to stay in or near its present location.
It is therefore necessary to consider a plan for relocation
somewhere outside the congested central area of the city, where
railroads and highways could serve and which would be conven-
ient to buyers, sellers, and dealers alike. To find such a
place is not deemed to be any minor undertaking.
A group directly concerned with the selection of a
site for a new market are the buyers, both those who do busi-
ness within metropolitan Boston and those whose establishments
are located beyond the metropolitan boundaries.
The survey being conducted by the Marketing Facili-
ties Branch, United States Department of Agriculture reveals
that fifty-five per cent of the produce received in Boston is
distributed within the metropolitan area, while forty-five per
cent moves outside this region. Of the latter forty-five per
cent, it was found that twenty- seven per cent is distributed
to the north; twenty- eight per cent to the northeast; twenty-
one per cent to the south; and twenty- four per cent to the
west. Consequently, these statistics must be borne in mind
when considering proposed locations for a new market.
The ideal location for a new market as far as con-
venience to local buyers is concerned would be a site where
the average distance from these buyers' establishments to the
market would be the least. Buyers from beyond the metropolitan
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region who purchase in the wholesale markets of Boston use a
number of different routes to enter the city. A new facility
should be so located that it may be conveniently reached by
the largest possible number of both local and out-of-town
buyers. For buyers coming to the market from points outside
the city, the avoidance of congestion is of more importance
than a few miles difference in reaching a market.
In 1947 there were approximately 42,000 cars of
I
fresh fruits and vegetables received by rail in Boston on
tracks of two of the three major railroads serving the area,
the Boston and Maine and the New York, New Haven and Hart-
( 1 )
ford. This large volume, sixty-nine per cent of the
total produce received in Boston, makes it imperative that
the site selected for a new market should be on or near a
railroad so that spur tracks could be brought into the area.
Team track facilities where delivery could be made directly
from railroad car door to motor truck would be essential in
a new market. The ideal situation would be to develop a mar-
ket in an area which could be served by the three major rail-
roads entering Boston. Due to the fact that there appears to
be no available areas near the center of the city which could
be served by the leading produce carrying railroads, such a
facility would probably have to be located in an area where
TTT Survey of' the Boston Wholesale Market presently being
conducted by reoresentatives of the Marketing Facilities
Branch, United States Department of Agriculture
.'
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access may be had by only one railroad.
A new market would have to be well situated in
respect to highways convenient to both buyers and sellers.
Consideration of the needs of both local farmers and distant
growers would be required whether they haul the produce to
the market themselves or contract for its delivery.
In 1947 there were approximately 19,000 carlot
equivalents brought into Boston by truck, forty-three per cent
of which came from distant areas, the remaining fifty-seven
( 1 )
per cent from local growers. These trucked in com-
modities are an important source of the food supply of the
area and hence careful thought must be given to them when
selecting a site for a new market.
The same line of reasoning as was used in consider-
ing locations which would be accessible to buyers from out-
side of the Greater Boston region would apply to those haul-
ing commodities into Boston, whether the produce is locally
grown or raised in distant areas. Avoidance of congested down-
town city streets is of more importance than a few miles dif-
ference more or less in reaching a properly operated market.
That motor truck transportation is an essential and
significant part of a wholesale produce market has been shown.
It has also been suggested that a new centralized market fp-
(TT Survey of the Boston 'hTTo1 e sa1 e Market presently being
conducted by representatives or the Marketing Facilities
Branch, United States Department of Agriculture
**
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cility would decrease congestion through reducing the total
number of trucks required in operation by eliminating much
extra cross hauling. In considering possible sites for lo-
cating such a market, an area in which non-market traffic
would be negligible should also be deemed essential. Oper-
ators of vehicles having no direct business in the area mer^y
serve to impede the flow of market traffic while they add to
the already existing congestion.
Along with the considerations already brought forth
as to location, the question of land valuation is important.
The site selected should be large enough to provide space for
present needs as well as for future expansion. In that the
cost of land and its preparation for use must be written off
over a long period of time, for the most efficient financing
and utilization of such a site it should be located in an area
of relatively low land value if possible.
3 . Faci lities Which May be Included in a New Marke t
That a new market should provide facilities for all
types of dealers is the opinion of a large majority of the
fruit and vegetable dealers doing business in Boston. Among
the wholesalers who would rent space in a new market are those
dealing in fresh fruit and vegetables, meat and meat products,
poultry and eggs, dairy products, and dry groceries, as well
as chain store operators. Additional facilities in a new mar-
ket would include: farmers’ and truckers’ sheds, rail con-
.«
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nections to stores and team tracks; offices for the market
superintendent, brokers, and others; buildings for related
services; parking space and streets. Not only should there
be ' sufficient area for use of the above, but space should be
set aside for future expansion in that it is not improbable
that as wholesale operations increase, there would also be a
need for space by such related businesses as a public refrig-
erated warehouse, public garage, and service station.
4. Financing
,
Construct ing
,
and Managing of a New Market
The financing, constructing, aqd managing of a new
wholesale market in Boston would be an enormous undertaking
and could materialize only after very thorough analysis and
study of the factors involved. It would require the cooper-
ation of all groups concerned.
In addition to the groups who are directly involved
in the operation of a wholesale market, there are numerous
other diverse interests affected. Among these are consumers,
retailers, civic organizations, transoortation companies, and
investors. "ftiolesale produce markets in other cities have
been constructed, financed, and managed by orivate concerns,
governmental agencies, cooperatives, nonprofit public benefit
market corporations, and private nonprofit or limited profit
market corporations.
Some privately owned and operated firms have func-
tioned successfully, ss hsve others controlled by governmental
.'
...
’
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units, while some have been weak in various phases of manage-
ment and operation. Privately owned markets operated solely
as profit making institutions often tend to become virtual
monopolies. City controlled markets are likely to neglect
those from outside the city or else fail to provide market
facilities, sometimes a result of political maneuvering. In
various local farm areas, cooperatively owned and controlled
markets have met with success, but this type of management
and ownership probably would not be desirable for Boston.
The nonprofit public benefit market corporation
appears to be the type of organization which would be best
suited to the situation in Boston, and this type of organi-
zation and management is recommended. Under this form of
organization created under legislative enactment, a board
of directors composed of all interests including represent-
atives of the municipal government would be elected. Repre-
sentation of this type would be conducive to the efficient
functioning of a new market. There are several desirable
features of this type of corporation not found in most other
types of wholesale produce market management.
"A nonprofit public benefit corporation
1. Permits all interested groups to par-
ticipate in the building, financing, and
management of the market.
2. Definitely is a nonprofit making cor-
poration because when properly created,
rents cannot exceed the amount needed to
pay the cost of operation, amortize the
.*
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original investment, and maintain a
limited reserve for contingencies.
3. Offers opportunities of financing
that cannot be obtained under other
types of management.
4. Establishes a continuing organization.
5. Gives some representation on the
board of directors to governmental
agencies specifically interested in the
market.
6. Does not place a burden on the tax-
payers of the community in which it is
established.
7. Gan be set uo to function like a
private corporation and pay tax
the community where located.' 1
If it were found impossible to organize a nonprofit
public corporation, a private nonprofit or limited profit
market corporation could be organized under the corporation
laws of this state. This form of market organization may
function more effectively than markets owned and operated
by such private interests as railroads or markets managed
exclusively by some form of governmental agency. Private
nonprofit or limited profit market corporations attempt to
include in their method of operation as many features of
the public nonprofit market corporation as is deemed practi-
cable. The board of directors in this type of corporation
should include representatives of all the various food deal-
(T ) The '.'Thole sale Market" Tor Fruits , Vegetables 9 Mea t and
Mea t ~Tr odue t s'
,
~ Poultry
,
Eggs
,
and OVher Pr oduce at
Hou s ton
,
~ T exa s . ~Uni ted States Department of Agriculture
Production and Marketing Administration, Marketing Fa-
cilities Branch, Washington, D. C.
,
June, 1948
..
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ers, producers, consumers, retailers, and governmental agencies.
This board should possess various responsibilities and powers;
power to issue stocks and bonds, to lease facilities and assess
rentals, to appoint a competent manager, and exercise final
jurisdiction and complete authority in all matters pertaining
to the construction, financing, and operation of the market.
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XI SAVINGS AND BENEFITS WHICH WOULD RESULT FROM A NEW
WHOLESALE MARKET FACILITY
Improvements In the wholesale marketing of fresh
fruits and vegetables in Boston will result in many and
varied benefits to all groups concerned. Benefits will ac-
crue to dealers, buyers, sellers, farmers, shippers, and the
City of Boston, to retailers and consumers, to dealers in
other related food products, as well as to other individuals
and groups.
Savings to dealers through reduced operating ex-
pense would enable the ultimate consumer to buy more perish-
able produce as a result of the saving passed on in the form
of lower final selling prices. These reduced costs would be
derived principally from eliminating the cost of hauling from
team tracks to wholesale stores; reducing the amount of "cross
hauling" between market areas; decreased supervisory personnel
and other employees
;
more efficient use of space; and increased
use of labor saving equipment. Dealers in the Fancuil Hall
Market area questioned hj representatives of the Marketing
Facilities Branch, United States Department of Agriculture
stated that they felt approximately sixty per cent of their
annual cartage bill could be saved. This saving is based on
an average cost in carting from team tracks of ;'p45 to ?50 per
car. The necessity of trucking from team tracks to wholesale
stores also results in increased operating cost because of
..
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excessive spoilage and deterioration, breakage, and pilfer-
age. Although conclusive evidence is not available, it is
believed that a one per cent loss in volume from the above
is not improbable. This figure assumes significant impor-
tance when total value of produce brought in by rail is
considered. Decentralized facilities necessitate the em-
ployment of unduly large numbers of supervisory workers,
porters, and laborers which could also be reduced by the con-
struction of a new market facility. Further saving would re-
suit through eliminating two of the prevalent deficiencies
in the Faneuil Hall Market area, namely, inefficient use and
arrangement of available space, and inability to use labor
saving equipment. These deficiencies have resulted in high
overhead costs. The use of labor saving equipment would in-
crease the efficiency of handling and thereby reduce labor
costs as well as spoilage and deterioration. The estimated
minimum savings in the cost of cartage, porterage, spoilage,
and deterioration would exceed gl, 250, 000 according to the
survey statistics of the Marketing Facilities Branch, United
States Department of Agriculture.
The smooth flow of commodities through a quick mov-
ing market would be of importance to all individuals and
groups concerned. Local producers would spend less time in
reaching the market, in selling their goods, and in returning
home. Buyers would receive delivery of their purchases in a
shorter period, thus enabling consumers to purchase fresher
.s
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end more palatable perishable commodities. Dealers would
also en.ioy more leisure time because an equivalent or even
greater volume of business could be transacted in a shorter
number of hours.
If a new wholesale market were built in Boston, the
city would benefit through increased taxes. Benefits would
also accrue as a result of an increased volume of business
from distant as well as local areas, through the alleviation
of traffic congestion, and in the control of regulations of
the Board of Health and other city departments. Public car-
riers, trucking companies and railroads alike would also bene-
fit by the concentration of facilities.
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XI1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The importance, chronological development, de-
scription end operation, defects, and suggestions for im-
provement of the wholesale fruit and vegetable market in
Boston have been presented.
Boston is perhaps the oldest wholesale terminal
market in the country, the Faneuil Hall Market having been
erected in 1742.
Boston has the third largest wholesale fruit and
vegetable market in the United States at the present time.
Its wholesale markets serve the northern and eastern regions
of New England which states are deficient in the production
of agricultural commodities. The direct employment of ap-
proximately 1,750 and over 150 indirect employees is further
evidence of the importance of these facilities.
In the^ft.947 approximately 61,000 carlot equiva-
lents of fresh fruits and vegetables were delivered in Bos-
ton of which fifty-five per cent was distributed within the
metropolitan area and forty- five per cent went beyond the
boundaries of this region.
The principal deficiencies presented are as fol-
lows: 1) Split market; 2) Lack of space and poor arrange-
ment of available space in buildings in the Faneuil Hall Mar-
ket area; 3) Lack of rail connections to wholesale stores
in this area; 4) Congestion resulting from insufficient
'»
.
.
'
.
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width of streets, lack of adequate parking areas, and presence
of non-market traffic. Such deficiencies result in increased
labor costs and trucking expense, increased loss from deteri-
oration, and inability to use labor saving equipment, all of
which are reflected in the high prices paid by the ultimate
consumer for fresh fruits and vegetables bought at retail .
These defects must be significant, since eight;/- two
per cent of the fresh fruit and vegetable dealers doing busi-
ness in Boston expressed an interest and would use space in
a new wholesale market.
The location of a new market should be in an area
where rails and highways may serve and as close to the geo-
graphical center of population and of retail distribution as
possible. The needs of both buyers and sellers, local and
out-of-town, must be considered and provided for in the
choosing of a new market site.
A new market may be organized and operated either
by a nonprofit public benefit market corporation, or a private
nonprofit or limited profit market corporation, and may be
financed by long term bonds.
Dealers in the Paneuil Hall Market area stated that
they felt sixty per cent of their total annual cartage bill
could be saved if adequate market facilities were provided.
The estimated minimum savings in the costs of cartage, porter-
age, spoilage, and deterioration would exceed $1,250,000.
Dealers, buyers, sellers, farmers, shippers, the.
/ a
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City of Boston, retailers, consumers, dealers in other food
stuffs and various other individuals and groups would bene-
fit by the construction of a new wholesale market in Boston
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